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Chapter 453 

“Yes, he is my father.” 

Mandel felt that Brandon’s reaction was strange. 

He thought, could it be that dad drank so much every day that there was something wrong with his 

head? 

“Good job, Mandel.” Brandon thought, it has only been a short while and Mandel has already clasped 

my enemy to his bosom. 

“Dad, what happened to you?” Mandel always felt that there was something with Brandon. 

“I’d like to ask you guys what’s going on. Why did you call me over when you were so happy and 

harmonious?” 

Brandon stood in front of the dining table, and his tall figure blocked most of the light. 

In the light, he had an ugly expression, and the hostility around him soared. 

It was no exaggeration to say that if someone accidentally threw a spark at him, he would immediately 

ignite. 

“Mandel said he hadn’t seen you for a long time, so she asked you out.” Tyrell pulled out the chair next 

to him, looking like a host taking care of his guest. “Mr. Cassel, please sit down.” 

Brandon couldn’t sit still after Tyrell made such a movement. 

He coldly glanced at Tyrell and Savanna, and then he fixed his gaze on Savanna. 

“Savanna, don’t go too far. Remember, we haven’t divorced yet. I am still your legal husband!” 

His roar, on the contrary, stunned Savanna. Why did it seem like she had an affair? 

“Brandon, what do you mean?” 

Savanna asked Brandon directly. 

After her last difficult labor, her personality changed a little, and she was not as sullen as before. 

Who knew which of tomorrow and the accident would come first? Suffering in silence could only torture 

herself. 

did you deliberately do this to force me to divorce you? Are you so eager 

“He drugged you? What’s so good about him that he deserves. you to abandon your family and elope 

of his mouth pulled open, and he 

“Brandon, what are you talking about? Are you suspecting that I have an affair with 

front of him in disbelief. The tough man looked strange, so he 



recognized me. I was almost treated as an adulterer. How dangerous.” Tyrell 

rage for 

“How do you look like this?” 

I was disfigured, I looked like this. Although I looked as handsome as you after plastic surgery, I can’t 

shamelessly share a face with 

Brandon snorted angrily. 

imposter is an imposter. Even if we have the same 

made Brandon angry was that he 

men the most. Tyrell heard that Brandon was coming over, so he 

purpose was, Brandon felt that 

smart as he was, naturally understood 

care too much about 

shouted. “I am not a child anymore. I 

to talk about this matter in front of Mandel, so he said to Mandel, “Little boy, don’t worry 

why did you say I am a little 

attention of a child was diverted very quickly. Soon, Mandel was attracted by something else 

left, the three adults 

divorce Ms. Thompson, then I will come to the 

Brandon glared at Tyrell. 

floor-to-ceiling windows of the restaurant and focused on Mandel who was catching butterflies 

didn’t like 

he was deliberately provoking 

Brandon was in anger, unable to stand any 

words, Brandon became furious 

I’m warning you. Don’t have 

as Brandon finished speaking, Savanna’s 

answered the call. 

to Savanna and vaguely heard something. He said, “It’s a man.” 

each other, exchanged glances and listened to the call carefully. 



 


